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Plasma instability of a vacuum arc centrifuge

M. J. Hole, R. S. Dallaqua,* S. W. Simpson, and E. Del Bosco*
School of Electrical and Information Engineering, University of Sydney, New South Wales 2006, Australia
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Ever since conception of the vacuum arc centrifuge in 1980, periodic fluctuations in the ion saturation
current and floating potential have been observed in Langmuir probe measurements in the rotation region of a
vacuum arc centrifuge. In this work we develop a linearized theoretical model to describe a range of instabili-
ties in the vacuum arc centrifuge plasma column, and then test the validity of the description through com-
parison with experiment. We conclude that the observed instability is a ‘‘universal’’ instability, driven by the
density gradient, in a plasma with finite conductivity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1981, Krishnan, Geva, and Hirshfield@1# described a
new type of plasma centrifuge, the vacuum arc centrifu
~VAC!. The VAC is an axially configured plasma centrifug
in which a uniform magnetic field is present in a cylindric
vessel. The device was initially proposed as a means to s
rate metal isotopes without being limited to the Alfve´n criti-
cal velocity.

Figure 1~a! shows a schematic of the PCEN~plasma cen-
trifuge! device@2# at the Brazilian National Space Resear
Institute ~INPE!, which is a typical VAC. The source of th
plasma is metal ablated from the cathode, which is ioni
by an electrical breakdown between the cathode and an
mesh. The discharge is triggered by either a CO2 laser@2,3#,
which vaporizes metal from the cathode surface, or b
high-voltage trigger@4#. The VAC is usually a pulsed device
with drive currents of about 1 kA lasting for several mill
seconds. It is the interaction of the radial current and
axial magnetic field that sets the plasma into rotation, ty
cally at frequencies between 30 and 400 krad s21 @5–7#. The
configuration of the anode mesh determines the radial e
tric field profile at that location, and has a large effect on
behavior of the plasma downstream in the rotation reg
@7#. The rotating plasma column streams supersonic
through the anode mesh, and is kept in confinement with
balance of centrifugal, LorentzJ3B forces and the pressur
gradient. Centrifuging leads to isotopic separation, which
be measured by sampling with a mass spectrometer du
the discharge@8# or afterwards in the metal film deposited o
the end plate@9#.

In 1981, Geva, Krishnan, and Hirshfield@10# presented a
set of Langmuir probe measurements for a carbon plasma
a given axial location, two probes were placed 90° apar
azimuth. The floating potential and ion density signals fro
both probes exhibited the same characteristic fluctuation
quency, with a phase difference of a quarter of a peri
Measurements of the ion saturation current at different r
revealed that the fluctuation frequency was independen
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radius within the bulk of the Gaussian density distributio
Measurements of the ion saturation current at locations 0.
apart in the axial direction showed that the fluctuation o
curred at the same frequency and with no phase differe
Similar results were quoted for Al-Ti and Cu-Ni plasma
albeit at slightly lower frequencies, implying that any axi
wavelength is significantly greater than 0.3 m.

Since that time, numerous other measurements of the
muthal structure of the oscillation have been made, all
which suggest the presence of a rotating nonuniformity w
azimuthal mode structurem51 @3,4,6–8,11,12#. Reversal of
the magnetic field has been shown to reverse the directio

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of the PCEN device and~b! schematic of
the magnesium cathode.
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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plasma rotation in both experiment@3,11# and theory@7#, and
the direction of nonuniformity rotation in the experiment@3#.
The nonuniformity rotates in the same sense as the pla
@3#. In addition, the nonuniformity vanished in the presen
of a substantial amount of background gas@12#, and a fluid
simulation of the VAC indicated that the driving mechanis
for the nonuniformity may be associated with the effects
electron-ion collisions perpendicular to the magnetic fi
@13#.

Several experiments suggest that the measured oscilla
frequency is close to the plasma rotation frequency, but
data is not conclusive@2,3,5,14#. In the Yale University VAC
device with a carbon cathode, Geva, Krishnan, and Hir
field @3# report a Langmuir probe frequency of 200 krad s21

for Bz50.13 T, whilst Prasad and Krishnan@5# report that
the spectroscopically inferred ion rotation frequency is lin
with the magnetic field across the range 0.07,Bz,0.21 T
for a discharge current of 2.1 kA. ForBz50.13 T, their fit of
angular rotation frequency to magnetic field variation infe
an ion angular rotation frequency of 120 krad s21, which is
somewhat lower than the probe frequency at 200 krad s21. In
the PCEN device with a magnesium cathode, Dallaq
Simpson, and Del Bosco@14# report a probe frequency o
200 krad s21 for Bz50.15 T. For identical conditions, Dal
laquaet al. @2# estimated the axial streaming velocity of th
plasma, inferred from a measurement of the time displa
ment of two axially separated Langmuir probes. Combin
this estimate with the angle of rotation of the shadow o
thin ceramic rod obstructing the upstream plasma, they
ferred an ion rotation frequency of 170 krad s21, which is
also somewhat lower than the probe frequency at
krad s21. Whilst detailed measurements of spectroscopic
probe frequencies under identical conditions are clearly w
ranted, these experiments indicate that the nonuniformity
quency is either comparable to or slightly greater than
ion rotation frequency.

In summary, experimental evidence to date suggests
m51 nonuniformity @3,4,6–8,10–12# that rotates in the
same sense as the plasma@3#, with angular frequency eithe
comparable to or slightly above the plasma angular rota
frequency@2,3,5,14#. The nonuniformity is present over
wide range of plasma compositions, but is suppressed w
a substantial amount of background gas is present@12#. Fi-
nally, the axial wavelength for C, Al-Ti, and Cu-Ni plasma
is significantly longer than 0.3 m@10#.

Instabilities have been observed in other laboratory ro
ing plasmas, includingQ machines@15#, u pinches@16,17#,
and magnetic mirrors@18–20#. Of these, the low-b Q ma-
chines with no curvature of the magnetic field are most si
lar to the VAC; theQ machine instability research has be
summarized by Motley@15#. Despite the similarities, ther
are still several major differences betweenQ machine and
VAC plasmas. In contrast to the VAC plasma, theQ plasma
is created by contact ionization of atoms and thermio
emission of electrons at the hot end plates and is at m
singly ionized. In the VAC plasma, rotation is set up
current flow in the drive region@7# leading to ]f(r )/]r
.0, ]p(r )/]r ,0 in the downstream rotation region, whe
f is the electric potential,p is the total pressure, andr is the
04640
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radius. In aQ machine, the radial electric field is determine
by the balance of electron fluxes into and out of the e
plates@15#; for the idealQ machine the end plates are un
formly heated and so]f(r )/]r ,0, ]p(r )/]r ,0. In the
laboratory frame, the VAC plasma is transported superso
cally along the magnetic field, whereas theQ machine
plasma is stationary. The VAC plasma is isolated from
conducting walls, whereas theQ plasma is aperture limited
in the radial direction@21#. Finally, theQ machine plasma is
in electrical contact with both end plates. In contrast,
VAC axial boundary condition is that the plasma should ta
the potential profile of the anode mesh. The VAC collec
end-plate conditions vary with the experiment, ranging fro
the conducting vacuum vessel wall to mylar film.

The following section describes the assumptions ma
introduces the plasma model, and solves for the steady s
Section III introduces the wave perturbation, reduces the s
tem of equations to a five-row matrix, and discusses per
bation boundary conditions. Sections IV and V, respective
solve the system of equations with the absence and inclu
of electron-ion collisions; for each case dispersion relatio
are derived and unstable modes investigated. In Sec. VI,
perimental measurements in the PCEN device are descr
and in Sec. VII experimental results are compared to the
Finally, Sec. VIII contains concluding remarks.

II. ASSUMPTIONS, PLASMA MODEL,
AND STEADY-STATE SOLUTION

A. Assumptions

The plasma is described by a two-fluid model in a cyl
drical coordinate system (r ,u,z). Following earlier models
of the VAC plasma@22,23#, the following assumptions are
made about the plasma in the rotation region.

~1! Ions of different charge can be treated as a sin
species with average chargeZ.

~2! Quasineutrality, such thatne5Zni .
~3! A steady-state plasma, which is azimuthally symmet

and has no axial structure.
~4! Steady-state ion and electron species velocitiesvi

5(0,v i r ,v iz) andve5„0,ve(r )r ,vez(r )… wherev i is the ion
rigid-rotor rotation frequency,v iz is the ion uniform axial
streaming velocity,ve(r ) is the electron rotation frequency
andvez(r ) is the electron streaming velocity. Ion rigid rota
tion has been established from spectroscopic measurem
@24#, whilst radially uniform ion streaming velocity has bee
established from plasma deposition experiments@2,4,14#.
Radial diffusion of both ion and electron species due
electron-ion collisions is small@13,25# and is neglected in
this treatment. The neglect of classical diffusion in this wo
is consistent with the treatment by Chen@26# in linear geom-
etry, for which there was no zero-order electric field. Whi
the rotating plasma treatment by Chen@27# included classical
diffusion in the steady state, it was not considered in
ensuing wave treatment.

~5! Uniform ion and electron temperature,Ti and Te .
Spectroscopic measurements of ion temperature from
broadening indicate that the ion temperature is unifo
across the column@24#. A comparison with experimental dat
9-2
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PLASMA INSTABILITY OF A VACUUM ARC CENTRIFUGE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046409
from the VAC indicates that the ion and electron temperat
are similar within the plasma column@12,24#.

~6! Low magnetic Reynold’s number@25#. Plasma in-
duced fluctuations in the externally applied magnetic fi
are neglected. The electric field is thusE52“f.

~7! Steady-state ion density distribution ni

5ni(0)e2(r /R)2q
, whereni(0) is the on-axis ion density,R is

the characteristic radius~the radius at which the density i
1/e of its on-axis value!, and q is a positive integer. For
typical VAC conditions, measurements of the ion saturat
current indicateq51 @3,4,6#, a Gaussian profile.

~8! Neglect of finite Larmor radius~FLR! and viscosity
effects. With no radial diffusion, rigid ion rotation, and un
form ion streaming velocity, ion viscosity terms vanish fro
the steady state. Except for magnesium plasmas, estim
@28# of the ion Larmor radius are significantly less than t
characteristic radius over a wide range of VAC plasmas.

~9! Neglect of electron inertia, which is reasonable for t
range of frequencies considered in this work.

B. Plasma model

In this treatment we normalize length toR and time to
1/v ic , wherev ic5ZeBz /mi is the ion cyclotron frequency
With these selections the coordinate system ist5v ict and
(x,u,z)5(r /R,u,z/R), where x and z are the normalized
radius and axial position. The equations of motion and c
tinuity of the ion and electron fluids can be written as

]ui

]t
1~ui•“ !ui52c~Z“x1l“ l i !1ui3 ẑ

1dnsj̃•~ue2ui !, ~1!

cZ~2“ l i1“x!2ue3 ẑ1dnzj̃•~ui2ue!50, ~2!

2
] l i

]t
5“•ui1ui•“ l i , ~3!

2
] l i

]t
5“•ue1ue•“ l i ~4!

with the terms defined as follows:

ui5
vi

v icR
5~xw i ,xV i ,ui z!, ue5

vc

v icR
5~xwe ,xVe ,uez!,

l5
Ti

Te
, c5

kBTe

Mv ie
2 R2 ,

x5
ef

kBTe
, j̃5diag~j' ,j',1!,

l i5 ln
ni

ni~0!
, ns5

nei

nei~0!
, d5

eZni0

Bz

hL

gE
.

Here w i and we are the normalized ion and electron rad
velocities, respectively, divided byx. The termsV i andVe
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are the normalized ion and electron rotation frequencies,
ui z anduez are the normalized ion and electron axial velo
ties. The terml is the ratio of the ion to electron tempera
ture,c is a convenient constant which forl51 becomes the
square of the normalized ion thermal velocity,x is a normal-
ized electric potentialf, l i is the logarithm of the ratio of the
ion densityni to its on-axis valueni(0), andns is the ratio of
the electron-ion collision frequencynei to its on-axis value
nei(0).

The termd in Eqs.~1! and~2! is the normalized resistivity
parallel to the magnetic field, wherehL is the electrical re-
sistivity of a Lorentz gas andgE is the ratio of the conduc-
tivity of a charge stateZ to that in a Lorentz gas@29#. Within
the bulk of the plasma column the Debye logarithm lnL is
relatively insensitive to variations inne , and so evaluation
on-axis is used. In addition, lnL is corrected by 0.3 to ac
count for shielding by positive ions@30#. The dependence o
d on the electron-ion collision frequencynei and the electron
cyclotron frequencyvec can be found by writinghL /gE
.menei /nee

2 @31#, from which it is found that

d.
nei~0!

vez

,

which is the inverse of the electron Hall parameter evalua
on-axis. For typical VAC conditions, the parameterd is of
the order of 1022 @28#. Finally, j̃ is a diagonal tensor, wher
j' is an enhancement factor of resistivity transverse to
magnetic field. The factorj' is equivalent to the factorf in
the fluid treatment of Yue and Simpson@13#, which ac-
counted for nonuniform properties and instabilities that m
exist in the plasma.

C. Steady-state solution

In this work, the subscript ‘‘0’’ refers to the steady-sta
solution. Under the steady-state assumptions~3!, ~4!, and~7!
we find w i05we050, l i052x2q, andns05exp(2x2q). Inte-
grating the radial component of Eq.~1! with respect tox
yields the normalized potential

x0~x!5xc1
V i0

2cZ
~11V i0!x21

l

Z
x2q, ~5!

wherexc is an arbitrary reference potential. Solving the r
dial component of Eq.~2! for Ve0 yields

Ve0~x!5V i0~11V i0!12c~l1Z!qx2~q21!, ~6!

which for q51 is a constant. Finally, solving the axial com
ponent of Eq.~2! yields uez0(x)5uz0 .

III. PERTURBATION TREATMENT

We consider the presence of waves of the form exp@i(mu
1kzz2vt)#, wherem is the azimuthal mode number,kz is
the axial component of the wave vector, andv5v r1 iv i .
We restrictv r>0 such that the signs ofm andkz determine
the direction of wave propagation in theu andz component
directions. The aim is to find dispersion relationsv
9-3
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5vM(m,kz), where the subscriptM denotes an arbitrary wav
mode.

The system of equations~1!–~4! is linearized with pertur-
bations of the form

z~t,x,u,z!5z0~x!1«z1~x!expi ~mu1kzz2vt!, ~7!

wherez(t,x,u,z) is a place holder representing the veloc
components, the logarithm of the ion densityl i , and the
normalized potentialx. The logarithm of the ion densityl i
can be written as

l i~t,x,u,z!52x2q1« l i1~x!expi ~mu1kzz2vt!. ~8!

The VAC plasma column is isolated from the conducti
walls and surrounded by a vacuum. At large radial distan
we require that the perturbation in the ion density vanish
the limit that the conducting wall atx5X is removed to
infinity, the radial boundary condition can be written as

lim
X→`

l i1~X!50. ~9!

For the modes considered in this treatment it can be sh
that the relationship betweenl i1(x) andx1(x) is linear@28#.
Thus, the boundary conditionl i1(X)50 is equivalent to
x1(X)50.

The expression forns , the normalized electron-ion colli
sion frequency, becomes

ns5ns0~x!1«ns1~x!expi ~mu1kzz2vt!1O~«2!,

where

ns0~x!5exp~2x2q!, ~10!

ns1~x!5 l i1~x!exp~2x2q!. ~11!

In the axial direction, the VAC boundary condition is th
the plasma takes the potential profile of the anode me
which will short circuit any potential oscillations. This con
dition disallows excitation ofkz50 or ‘‘flute’’ modes. Nev-
ertheless, flute modes are investigated in this treatmen
the following reasons:~a! the derivation clarifies existing
knowledge@27,33#, ~b! the flute mode result is generalize
for arbitrary q, and ~c! analytical solutions are available
which provide a convenient check of convergence of the
merical solution presented in Sec. V.

The remaining perturbed parameters areui , ue , and x,
written as ui1(x)5„xw i1(x),xV i1(x),ui z1(x)…, ue1(x)
5„xwe1(x),xVe1(x),uez1(x)…, and x1(x). The plasma pa-
rameters z(t,x,u,z) must be continuously differentiabl
along a straight line through the center of the plasma colu
This property requires that the perturbationsw i1(x), V i1(x),
ui z1(x), we1(x), Ve1(x), uez1(x), l i1(x), andx1(x) all take
the parity ofm @28#. The system comprising Eqs.~1!–~4! can
now be solved.

Taking the difference between azimuthal components
the ion and electron equations, Eqs.~1! and~2!, respectively,
and solving forV i1(x) yields

V i1~x!5
1

Ã S mc~l1Z!
l i1~x!

x2 1 i @we1~x!2Cw i1~x!# D ,

~12!
04640
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whereÃ5v2mV i02kzuz0 is the frequency in the frame o
the ion fluid andC5112V i0 , following the notation intro-
duced by Chen@27#. In the typical VAC setup the target i
biased negatively with respect to the mesh and soEr,0 in
the rotation region plasma@7#, resulting inV0.0 and hence
C.1.

Solving the difference between axial components of E
~1! and ~2! for ui z1(x) yields

ui z1~x!5
kzc~l1Z!

vs
l i1~x!, ~13!

while solving the radial component of Eq.~2! for we1(x)
yields

Vel~x!5cZS 2
l i18 ~x!

x
1

x18~x!

x D 1dj'e2x2
@w i1~x!

2wel~x!#. ~14!

Using the expressions forV i1 , Ve1 , andui z1 together with
the assumed form ofns1 , given by Eq.~11!, Eqs.~1!–~4! can
be expanded toO(d) as follows:

w„l l i18 ~x!1Zx18~x!…5
mc~l1Z!C

Ã

l i1~x!

x

1S iÃ2
iC2

Ã
2dj'e2x2D xw i1~x!

1S iC

Ã
1dj'e2x2D xwe1~x!, ~15!

xw i18 ~x!5 i FÃ2
c~l1Z!

Ã S m2

x2 1kz
2D G l i1~x!

2S 222qx2q1
mC

Ã Dw i1~x!1
m

Ã
we1~x!,

~16!

xwe18 ~x!1 imcZS 2
l i18 ~x!

x
1

x18~x!

x D
5 i $Ã2m@V i0

2 12c~l1Z!qx2~q21!#% l i1~x!

2 imdj'e2x2
w i1~x!2~222qx2q2 imdj'e2x2

!

3we1~x!2 ikzu3z1~x!, ~17!

cZdj'e2x2
@ l i18 ~x!2x18~x!#

5 imcZS l i1~x!

x
2

x1~x!

x D2dj'e2x2Fc~l1Z!

3S m

Ã
22qx2qD2x2V i0

2 G l i1~x!

x
1

iCdj'e2x2

Ã

3xw i1~x!2S 11
dj'e2x2

Ã
D xwe1~x!, ~18!
9-4
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icZkz@ l i1~x!2x1~x!#5de2x2S kzc~l1Z!

vs
l i1~x!

2uez1~x! D . ~19!

Introducing the new constantC5(l1Z)c, new inde-
pendent variabley5x2, and new dependent variableX1(y),
where X1(y)5(Z/l1Z)@ l i1(y)2x1(y)#, and replacingc
andx1 , Eqs.~15!–~19! can be rewritten as
04640
S c„l i18 ~y!2X18~y!…

yw i18 ~y!

ywe18 ~y!2 imCX18~y!

Cdj'e2ye
X18~y!

0

D 5ĀS l i1~y!

X1~y!

w i1~y!

we1~y!

uez1~y!

D , ~20!

whereÃ is the matrix
Ã51
mCC

2Ãy
0

iÃ

2
2

iC2

2Ã
2

dj'e2yq

2

iC

2Ã
1

dj'e2yq

2
0

i

2 FÃ2
C

Ã S m2

y
1kz

2D G 0 211qyq2
mC

2Ã

m

2Ã
0

i

2
~Ã2mV0

222mCqyq21! 0 2
imdj'e2yq

2
211qyq1

imdj'e2yq

2
2

ikL
2

dj'e2yqS 2
mC

2Ãy
1

V0
2

2
1Cqyq21D imC

2y
iCdj'e2yq

2Ã
2

1

2

idj'e2yq

2Ã
0

de2yq
kzC

Ã
2 ikzC 0 0 2de2yq

2 .

~21!

IV. PERTURBATION SOLUTIONS WITHOUT
ELECTRON-ION COLLISIONS

For the case without collisions,d50, the fourth row of Eq.~20! gives

we1~y!5 imC
X1~y!

y
~22!

and Eq.~20! becomes

S C„l i18 ~y!2X18~y!…

yw i18 ~y!

0
0

D 5Ã0S l i1~y!

X1~y!

w i1~y!

uez1~y!

D , ~23!

whereÃ0 is the reduced matrix

Ã051
inCC

2Ãy
2

mCC

2Ãy

iÃ

2
2

iC2

2Ã
0

i

2 FÃ2
C

Ã S m2

y
1kz

2D G im2C

2Ãy
211qyq2

mC

2Ã
0

i FÃ

2
2mS mV0

2

2
1C D G imCqyq21 0 2

ikz

2

0 2 ikzC 0 0

2 . ~24!
9-5
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The fourth-row equation in Eq.~23! decouples and has thre
solutions:~a! kz50, flute modes;~b! X1(y)50, other modes;
and~c! C50, a cold plasma. For~c!, Eq.~23! gives neutrally
stable solutions that are not considered further.

A. Flute modes

For flute modes withm50, the third-row equation of Eq
~23! yields Ã5v50 such that the perturbation defined b
Eq. ~7! is no longer a wave. Thus, attention is restricted t
warm plasma withmÞ0.

An expression forw i1(y) is found from the first row of
Eq. ~23!. Next,X1(y) is replaced by the new dependent va
ableg1(y)5X1(y)2 l i1(y), and the third row of Eq.~23! is
solved forl i1(y), yielding

l i1~y!5
22mqCyq21g1~y!

Ã2mV0
2 . ~25!

Finally, expressions forw i1(y), X1(y), and l i1(y) are sub-
stituted into the second row of Eq.~23!, giving the second-
order differential equation

S Ã22C2

Ã DL~NF!@g1~y!#50, ~26!

whereL(N) is the differential operator

L~N!5y
]2

]y2 1~12qyq!
]

]y
1S N

2
2

m2

4y D , ~27!

the termNF5Nayq21, and

Na5
m~Ã22C2!

~Ã2mV0
2!

1
mC

Ã
. ~28!

The stable zeros of Eq.~26! at Ã56C are not considered
further. Forq51, theL(m,N) operator can be transforme
to the Kummer or Whittaker equation@32#. In the limit of
small rotation and small growth such thatÃ3!mCV0

2, we
recover the expression forNa derived by Chen@27# in the
absence of FLR effects@in that work, Eq. ~26! with
r 0

22→0#.
The solution forg1(y) is @32#

g1~y!5c1y2m/2M S 2m

2q
2

Na

2q2,12
m

q
,yD1c2ym/2M

3S m

2q
2

Na

2q2,11
m

q
,yD , ~29!

wherec1 andc2 are constants andM is the Kummer function
@32#. Equation~29! has a regular singularity aty50 and an
essential singularity aty5`. The regular singularity aty
50 is removed by the selectionc150 for m.0 andc250
for m,0. The outer radial boundary condition forg1(y) at
y5Y is determined using limY→` l i1(Y)50 together with
Eq. ~25!, giving limY→` g1(Y)50. Applied to the solution
given by Eq.~29! we find @32#
04640
a

lim
Y→`

g1~Y!5

GS 11
umu
q D

GS umu
2q

2
Na

2q2D lim
Y→`

~eYYumu~q21!/2q2Na/2q221!

3@11O~ uYu21!#,

50, ~30!

which yields the eigenvalue equation

Na5q~2qn1umu!, ~31!

wheren is a positive integer. That is, we selectNa to choose
the poles ofG(umu/2q2Na/2q2), and so force the coefficien
of the limit on the right-hand side to zero. Forq51, Eq.~31!
reverts to the dispersion relation first derived by Rosenblu
Krall, and Rostoker@33#, which was derived by eliminating
the essential singularity ing1(y) at infinity. In the present
case, the weaker boundary condition of Rosenbluth, Kr
and Rostoker@33# has the same consequence as the stron
boundary condition used here.

Using @32#, solutions tog1(y) for finite y can be ex-
pressed as

g1~y!}yumu/2Ln
~ umu!~y!, ~32!

where Ln
(umu)(y) are the generalized Laguerre polynomia

The dispersion relationÃ5ÃM(m) is given by the solutions
of Eq. ~31!. Including the boundary limY→` g1(Y)50, the
function g(y) given by Eq.~32! hasn11 zeros, and son is
a radial eigenmode number.

For these modes, the only experimental parameter
quired to calculate the normalized growth rate and freque
for different eigenmodesm and n is the normalized plasma
rotation frequencyV i0 . Earlier experiments@2,3,5,14# con-
firmed that the angular frequency deduced from probe m
surements, which is actually the instability frequencyv ic , is
comparable to the plasma angular rotation freque
V i0v ic . Rather than solving the more complicated inver
problem, we use the measured frequencies.

In the experiments described in Sec. VI with a magnesi
plasma, a frequency of 184 krad s21 was deduced for a mag
netic field strength ofBz50.05 T. Using the valueZ51.5
for a magnesium plasma@2# gives v ic5295 krad s21 and
V i050.59.

For q51 andV i050.59, Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively,
plot the normalized growth rateÃ i and slips, for different
azimuthal modesm, as a function of the radial eigenmoden.
The slip is defined as the ratio of the difference between
instability and rotation frequencies with respect to the ro
tion frequency. That is,

s5
v2V i0

V i0
. ~33!

As n is integral, only the discrete points in Fig. 2 are so
tions of the dispersion relation. As found in earlier treatme
@27,33#, Fig. 2~a! shows that then50 solution is stable for
m51, and asm increases, the most unstable radial eige
9-6
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mode increases. It can, furthermore, be shown that provid
the normalized rotation frequencyV i0,0.93, then51 radial
eigenmode is most unstable@28#. While not included here
higher-order flute eigenmodes are known to be stable in
presence of FLR effects~for q51!, which limit the set of
unstable eigenmodes by limiting the combinationN52n
1umu @27,33#. Figure 2~b! shows that for then51 eigen-
mode withV i050.59, a slip of242% is predicted, and so
the instability is predicted to lag rotation. These modes
the ‘‘centrifugal instabilities’’@21# and are driven unstable b
a difference between the azimuthal drift velocities of the io
and electrons due to a centrifugal force acting on the i
@34#.

It will be shown later that anm51 finite axial wavelength
mode has a growth rate comparable to the centrifugal in
bility with m51, n51. The slip for the finite axial wave
length mode is around 20%, which is much closer to

FIG. 2. Flute mode dispersion relation for different~m, n! modes
as a function of radial eigenmode numbern, for normalized plasma
rotation frequency V i050.59. ~a! Plot of the normalized
growth ratev i and ~b! plot of the slip in the laboratory frame
s5(v2V i0)/V i0 .
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experimental observations. Furthermore, centrifugal ins
bilities would have to be present at the anode mesh, wh
short circuits potential oscillations. Thus, the centrifugal
stability is not considered to be a likely explanation for t
observed oscillations.

B. Other modes

For these solutions,X1(y)50 andl i1(y)5x1(y), and the
ion density and potential are in phase, which suggests
these waves may be neutrally stable. Eliminatingw i1(y) us-
ing the first-row equation of Eq.~23!, the second-row equa
tion of Eq. ~23! yields the second-order differential equatio

S Ã22C2

Ã DL~NK!@ l i1#50, ~34!

where

NK5
~Ã22kz

2C!~Ã22C2!

2CÃ2 1
mCqyq21

Ã
. ~35!

As with flute modes, the stable zeros of Eq.~34! at Ã5
6C are discarded. Equation~34! is solved forq51 only, for
which NK reduces to a constantNb . As with flute modes,
application of the boundary condition limY→` l i1(Y)50
yields the eigenvalue equation

Nb52n1umu.

We have verified numerically that solutions to Eq.~34! are
stable for all reasonable VAC plasma conditions.

V. PERTURBATION SOLUTIONS WITH ELECTRON-ION
COLLISIONS

Amongst other effects, the inclusion of electron-ion col
sions is likely to give rise to a universal drift mode@27#. To
investigate the excitation of this mode, we investigate sm
values ofkz such that

kz
2&d. ~36!

IntroducingF5kz /Ad and solving foruez1(y) from the fifth
row of Eq. ~20!, Eq. ~20! can be rewritten as

S C@ l i18 ~y!2X18~y!#

yw i18 ~y!

ywe18 ~y!2 imCX18~y!

Cdj'e2yq
X18~y!

D 5Ã1S l i1~y!

X1~y!

w i1~y!

we1~y!

D , ~37!

with
9-7
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Ã151
mCC

2Ãy
0

iÃ

2
2

iC2

2Ã
2

dj'e2yq

2

iC

2Ã
1

dj'e2yq

2

i

2 FÃ2
C

Ã S m2

y
1dF2D G 0 211qyq2

mC

2Ã

m

2Ã

i

2 S Ã2mV i0
2 22mCyq212

dF2C

Ã D 2
F2Ceyq

2
2

imdj'e2yq

2
211qyq1

imdj'e2yq

2

dj'e2yqS 2
mC

2Ãy
1

V0
2

2
1Cqyq21D imC

2y
iCdj'e2yq

2Ã
1

d2j'
2 e22yq

2
2

1

2
2

idj'e2yq

2Ã
2

d2j'
2 e22yq

2

2 .

~38!
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Applying the inequality of Eq.~36! implies F2&1. For typi-
cal VAC conditionsd!1 and so we ignore all terms ofO(d)
in Eq. ~37!. When this assumption is made,F2 vanishes from
all but theX1(y) coefficient in the third-row equation in Eq
~37!. The restrictionF2&1 together with the neglect ofO(d)
terms in Eq.~37! can be shown@28# to be equivalent to two
alternative assumptions:~i! neglect of the effects of perpen
dicular collisions and~ii ! neglect of the perturbation in th
ion axial velocity, which were made by Chen@27#. Both
assumptions~i! and~ii ! are used in the theory of drift wave
in the absence of classical diffusion@26#.

When C50, X1(y) and X18(y) vanish in Eq.~37!, and
solutions for l i1(y) are neutrally stable. We, therefore, r
strict attention to a warm plasma, and follow the same
proach as Sec. IV. Expressions forw i1(y) and we1(y) are
found from the first and fourth rows of Eq.~37!, respectively.
Next, X1(y) is replaced with the dependent variableg1(y)
5X1(y)2 l i1(y), and the third row of Eq.~37! is solved for
l i1(y), giving

l i1~y!5
2g1~y!

11
i

C S mV i0
2 12mCqyq212Ã

f ~y!22imqyq21 D . ~39!

Finally, expressions forwe1(y), w i1(y), X1(y), and l i1(y)
are substituted into the second row of Eq.~37!, giving the
second-order differential equation

S Ã22C2

ÃC DL~Nc!@g1~y!#50, ~40!

where

Nc5

~Ã22C2!Fmqyq211
i

2
f ~y!G

@Ã2mV i0
2 1 iC f ~y!#

1
mqC

Ã
yq21 ~41!

and f (y)5kz
2eyq

/d5F2eyq
. As for the cases without colli-

sions, the stable zeros of Eq.~34! at Ã56C are discarded.
Whenkz50, the expression forNc @Eq. ~41!# reduces to the
expression for flute modesNa @Eq. ~28!#, and the expression
04640
-

for l i1(y) @Eq. ~39!# reduces to that for flute modes@Eq.
~25!#. That is, with the assumptions made here, collisions
not affect the flute modes.

Equation ~40! can be solved analytically whenNc is a
constant. This occurs whenq51 and eitherÃ56C ~al-
ready discarded!, f (y)50, or f (y)→`. The casef (y)50
requires kz5F50 ~flute modes!. Alternatively, the case
f (y)→` requiresF→`, and sokz→` for which the in-
equality in Eq.~36! fails, or d→0, solutions of which were
investigated in Sec. IV.

When kzÞ0, Eq. ~40! was solved numerically forq51.
For odd m, the solution forl i1 is an odd function of the
radius and thusl i1(y) andg1(y) are both zero on-axis. Fo
evenm, the solution forl i1 is an even function of radius an
thusl i18 (x50)50. As with oddm values, the on-axis bound
ary condition for evenm values in g1(y) is found to be
homogeneous.

In the numerical calculation, the boundary condition
infinite radial distance was replaced withg1(y)50 at y
5Y. The initial slope aty5Y, g18(Y), is arbitrary since the
differential equation, Eq.~40!, and the homogeneous boun
ary conditions only determineg1(y) to within a complex
multiplicative constant. For a given value ofF, Eq. ~40! was
then integrated inwards toy50. A search algorithm@28# was
used to find values ofÃ r andÃ i to match the homogeneou
on-axis boundary condition. Of these solutions, modes w
maximum growth~maximumÃ i! could be found by using a
suitable search method@28#.

Use was made of the analytical solutions atF50 or F
→` to provide a numerical check on the accuracy of t
simulations. For finiteY andq51 the exact solution can b
generated by solvingg1(Y)50 for N @35#, where

g1~Y!}Yumu/2M S umu
2

2
N

2
,11umu,YD ,

and then using Eq.~41! with F50 or F→` to solve forÃ r

and Ã i . These checks were used to confirm the validity
the numerical solution, which was found accurate to with
three significant figures atF50 andF510.
9-8
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PLASMA INSTABILITY OF A VACUUM ARC CENTRIFUGE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046409
To be certain that the dispersion solution from both co
represented the behavior of a free plasma column, the o
radial boundary was moved out until numerical converge
of the dispersion relation could be established. The val
presented in this work are calculated withY520. No change
in the dispersion relation could be observed whenY was
decreased to 16. Finally, the exact solution atkz50 with the
boundary condition at infinity provides a check of conve
gence of the numerical solution.

To completely specify the solution, the normalized plas
rotation frequencyV i0 and normalized thermal velocityC
are required@see Eqs.~40! and ~41!#. As for Sec. IV AV i0

50.59. In the experiments described in Sec. VI radial p
files of the electron temperature and ion density profile
reported for a magnesium plasma. An estimate of the e
tron temperatureTe52.9 eV comes from an average of th
profile across the bulk of the plasma column, whilst the ch
acteristic radiusR514.3 mm is inferred from a Gaussian fi
to the ion density profile. Assuming equal ion and electr
temperatures, a value ofC51.6 is estimated for a magne
sium plasma.

For m50 and F<1 no unstable solutions were foun
with uÃ r u<1. Figure 3 is a dispersion curve ofÃ r and Ã i

for the most unstablem51 modes as a function ofF. Be-
causeÃ is an even function ofF, curves are restricted toF
>0. Figure 3~a! shows the instability growth rateÃ i and
Fig. 3~b! shows the frequency in the plasma frameÃ r . In
Fig. 3~b!, the regionsm511 and m521 correspond to
wave propagation in the1u and2u directions, respectively
The heavy curve in both figures is the most unstable solut
To show mode features, modes have been tracked beyon
intervals in F over which they are most unstable. AtF
50.13, a change in the most unstable mode occurs. AF
50.55 a mode crossover occurs, where the frequency
growth rate of two modes cross. The crosses atF50 mark
the standing wave flute mode solutions forn50 andn51 in
the limit Y→`.

The growth rates nearF50 andF50.3 are comparable
Properties of thekz5F50 centrifugal instability were dis-
cussed in Sec. IV. The solution form51 at F50.3 is a
density-gradient driven drift wave with the following fea
tures.

~a! The value ofF.0.3 for peak growth is reasonabl
insensitive to the variation ofC and C over the range 1
,C,3 and 0.01,C,2. UsingF50.3 andd50.03~for the
magnesium plasma treated here! an axial wavelength of
lz51.7 m is calculated.

~b! The plasma frame frequencyÃ r.0 and so the wave
is stationary in the plasma frame.

~c! Perturbations in the ion density and ion radial veloc
are in phase to within 20° across the bulk of the plasma
regions of increased perturbed densityni1 , radial outflow of
the plasma occurs, bringing in plasma from a region of lar
steady-state densityni0 to increaseni further. In regions of
decreasedni1 , radial inflow of the plasma occurs, bringin
in plasma from a region of lowerni0 to decreaseni further.
The oscillations are driven by the density gradient.
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~d! The phase difference between the ion density and
tential is close to 180° across the bulk of the plasma colum
The presence of a phase difference between the ion de
and potential is a necessary condition for the drift wave to
unstable@26,36#.

~e! The phase of the ion density is constant across the b
of the plasma, meaning that within this region the wave
standing in the radial direction.

The instability atF50.3 is the ‘‘universal’’ instability of a
plasma with the finite conductivity of Chen@26,37#, driven
by the density gradient, but here modified by rotation@27,36#
and with laboratory frame oscillation frequencyv, Doppler
shifted due to the ion axial streaming velocity.

For finite axial wavelength, calculation of the slip requir
an estimate of the ion axial velocity. In this work the io
axial velocity vz0 was not measured, and so a value
104 m s21 has been taken for the magnesium plasma, ba
on measurements by Dallaquaet al. @2#. Using v ic
5295 krad s21 andR514.3 mm an estimate for the norma
ized ion axial velocityuz05vz0 /v icR52.37 is inferred. Fig-
ure 4 shows the calculated slip of the most unstable solu
for m51 as a function ofF. The slip is not an even function

FIG. 3. Dispersion curves of~a! the normalized growth rateÃ i

and ~b! the normalized frequency in the frame of the ion fluidÃ r ,
for m51 plotted against normalized axial wave numberF. Plasma
conditions are taken from Table I. The solid line is the most u
stable mode envelope, and the crosses represent the eigenmo
the centrifugal instability of an unbounded plasma colum
(Y→`).
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of F and so the curves have been extended to include n
tive F values. The effects of the mode change atF50.13
cause the discontinuity in the slip curve, whilst the mo
crossing atF50.55 is responsible for the kink. Over th
rangeuFu,1, s.21 indicating that the azimuthal compo
nent of wave propagation is always in the direction of ro
tion. The dotted lines correspond to peak growth atuFu
50.3. The wave is close to stationary in the frame of the
fluid. Thus, in the laboratory frame, the wave fronts prop
gate downstream~i.e., kz.0!, and soF5kz /Ad.0. Finally,
referring to Fig. 4, a slip ofs.0.21 is, therefore, predicte
for these modes.

Figure 5 is a dispersion curve ofÃ r andÃ i for the most
unstablem52 modes as a function ofF. As with m51, the
heavy solid line is the most unstable solution, and the cros
mark then50 andn51 flute modes in the limitY→`. In
general, the features of them51 and m52 dispersion
curves are similar. Form52, however, all modes are mor
unstable and the flute mode has the largest growth rate.

As noted earlier, forq51, FLR effects are known to sta
bilize higher-order flute modes by limiting the combinatio
N52n1umu. For a Q machine plasma, stability of th
density-gradient driven drift wave has been investigated
Chu et al. @36# in a fluid treatment, which includes both io
collisional viscosity and FLR effects. Their findings sugge
that asm increases, thekz interval over which the drift wave
is unstable decreases, and that this effect is due to ion c
sional viscosity. For the VAC plasma, a detailed stabil
analysis, which includes both FLR effects and ion collision
viscosity, is necessary to properly describe stabilizati
However evidence for a similar type of plasma suggests
bilization of higher-order density-gradient driven drift mod
@36#.

Finally, a simple estimate of the growth of the wave c
be made over the time taken for the wave front to propag
from the anode mesh to the end plate, a distance of abo
m in the PCEN device. Using an initial growth rate ofÃ i

'0.4 for them51 density-gradient driven drift wave atF
50.3, it can be shown@28# that from anode mesh to en
plate the wave amplitude increases by the large factore12;
and thus will most likely be in a saturated state at the e

FIG. 4. Laboratory frame slips5(v2V i0)/V i0 for the most
unstablem51 mode versus normalized axial wave numberF.
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plate. A more complete analysis of the temporal evolution
the wave amplitude requires a more sophisticated pla
model, which takes into account the dynamics of saturat

VI. THE EXPERIMENT

Experiments were conducted on the PCEN@2# device at
the Brazilian National Space Research Institute, which i
typical VAC. The PCEN device is operated with a 1 kA
discharge current lasting for 10–15 ms andBz,0.2 T, which
is constant in the rotation region to within 5%. Figure
shows schematics of~a! the PCEN device and~b! the mag-
nesium cathode used for most measurements. To avoid p
erential emission from the edges of the cathode, a hi
voltage trigger electrode was placed on-axis by boring a h
through the cathode center. In all experiments the anode
a tungsten grid with about 60% transparency, placed 15
from the cathode surface. Preliminary mylar film plasm
deposition experiments@28# showed that over the range
,z,0.45 m, the plasma column center lay within 1.6 mm
the vessel axis@28#.

In the experiments reported here, extensive measurem
were made with Langmuir probes in the~5–12!-ms interval
following discharge. These measurements were used to

FIG. 5. Dispersion curves of~a! the normalized growth rateÃ i

and ~b! the normalized frequency in the frame of the ion fluidÃ r ,
for m52 plotted againstF. Plasma conditions are taken from Tab
I. The solid line is the most unstable mode envelope and the cro
represent the eigenmodes of the centrifugal instability of an
bounded plasma column (Y→`).
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PLASMA INSTABILITY OF A VACUUM ARC CENTRIFUGE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046409
duce ion densities, electron temperatures, and also to in
tigate the phase relationship between instability oscillati
observed at different locations.

The ion density was estimated from the ion saturat
current with a bias voltage in the range250 to 270 V, fol-
lowing the technique described in Ref.@2#. The cylindrical
probe collection area was 2 mm long with diameter 0.2 m

The electron temperature was deduced in the usual
by sweeping the probe bias voltage@2,12,14,28#. Previous
measurements@2,12# have shown that there is little variatio
in electron temperature throughout the discharge.

Following earlier work @6,12,14#, cross correlation of
probe signals was used to deduce phase relationships
both the floating potential signals and the ion saturation c
rent. The data window was of 4.5 ms and eight runs w
averaged over. As for previous work@12# it was found that
there was little variation in phase relationships through
course of the discharge.

Figure 6~a! shows a typical cross correlation of floatin
potential signals. The probes were positioned at the s
axial position~150 mm from the anode grid! and radius~22
mm!, but separated by 180° in azimuth. It can be seen
the peaks in the correlation are well defined, with the off
of the closest peak from zero giving the phase difference
the peak spacing giving the angular frequency@6,12#.

Figure 6~b! shows a correlation of signals also at the sa

FIG. 6. Plots of the cross correlation of the floating poten
measured from two probes located at the same axial position~150
mm from the anode mesh! and separated by 180° in azimuth. In~a!
the probes were located at a radial distance ofr 522 mm from the
geometric center. In~b! the probes were located at radial distanc
of r 55 and 35 mm.
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axial position and separated in azimuth by 180°, but with o
probe atr 55 mm and the other atr 535 mm. It can be seen
that the maxima near zero time are well defined, howe
there is an overall low-frequency modulation of the maxim
likely to be associated with a small change in angular f
quency of the instability between the two radial position
This deviation from rigid body rotation is not considered
this work.

For the measurements at a given radial location descr
above, the probes, which have a 1.6-mm-diameter cera
sleeve, were inserted radially into the plasma column.
comparisons of different axial locations, probes were
serted axially using guides outside the plasma column~see
Fig. 1!. These probes were bent at right angles 85 mm fr
the tip to enter the plasma column almost radially.

For the experimental radial phase profiles presented in
following section, a fixed probe measuring the floating p
tential provided a phase reference. The reference probe
cated atz50.2 m, was displaced 50 mm downstream fro
the measurement plane atz5150 mm. The radial position o
the reference probe was 20 mm, and the probe was loc
on the opposite side of the column at an azimuthal posit
180° from the measurement probe. This arrangement
chosen to minimize plasma perturbation and any poss
interaction between the probes.

For the experimental axial phase profile presented in
following section a slightly modified cathode was used, w
the high-voltage trigger positioned on the ceramic isola
For the axial phase profiles, one probe was fixed at an a
position ofz560 mm, and the position of the second pro
varied betweenz50.06 m andz50.31 m. The probes were
positioned at the same radius (r 522 mm), but separated b
180° in azimuth.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 7 shows measured radial profiles of~a! the steady-
state ion density,~b! electron temperature and total pressu
and ~c! instability frequency for the plasma withBz
50.05 T atz5150 mm. A Gaussian profile has been fitted
the ion density curve, and it well fits the data. From Fig. 7~a!
it can be seen that the assumption that the electron temp
ture is uniform is poor outside the bulk of the plasma c
umn. The pressure profile@Fig. 7~b!#, calculated by p
5nikB(Ti1ZTe) with Ti5Te , is not Gaussian owing to the
nonuniformity of Te . Finally the rotation frequency@Fig.
7~c!# is uniform with the radius, which is consistent with th
VAC plasma model. From the profiles in Fig. 7, the operati
conditions shown in Table I were deduced.

Figures 8 and 9 show the radial phase variation of the
density and floating potential for the experimental data a
theory. The theory curves in Figs. 8 and 9 are for then51
centrifugal instability and the density-gradient driven dr
wave, respectively. Figure 10 shows the measured and
dicted phase difference between the ion density and pote
oscillations. It should be mentioned that, in Figs. 8 and
phase angles have not been restricted to a 360° range. L
ing the plots to continuously cover a larger range allo
trends in the experimental data and theory to be clearly id

l

s
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HOLE, DALLAQUA, SIMPSON, AND DEL BOSCO PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046409
tified. In Figs. 8 and 9, the predicted phase of the float
potential asr→0 has been arbitrarily taken as referenc
There is an arbitrary phase difference between theory
experiment, which has been eliminated by adjusting

FIG. 7. Radial profiles of~a! ion densityni , ~b! electron tem-
peratureTe ~left axis! and total pressureP ~right axis!, and ~c!
instability frequencyv with Bz50.05 T.

TABLE I. Plasma conditions for a magnesium plasma.

Parameter Value

Bz0 0.05 T
v0 184 krad s21

ni0 5.231019 m22

R 14.3 mm
Te 2.9 eV
vz0

a 10 km s21

Za 1.5

vi5
BzeZ

M

295 krad s21

V05
v0

vi

0.59

c5
kBTe

Mvic
2R2

0.64

d5
eZni0

Bz

hL

gE

0.03

aTaken from@2#.
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phase of the measured ion density and potential oscillatio
so that in both Figs. 8 and 9 the phase of the ion densit
matched to the predicted phase for the centrifugal a
density-gradient driven drift waves atr 515 mm, respec-
tively. Figure 10 plots differences in phase, and there is
arbitrariness in the phase.

It can be seen in both Figs. 8 and 10 that the phase pro
for the n51 centrifugal instability does not agree with e
perimental data. As mentioned in Sec. IV A, the slip is a
rather large at about242% for this mode.

Turning to the density-gradient driven drift wave, agre
ment is reasonable for both the absolute phase profiles~Fig.
9! and the phase difference between potential and satura
current~Fig. 10! for radii greater than about 10 mm and le
than 25 mm. As mentioned in Sec. V, the predicted slip
about 21% for this wave.

The predicted and measured phase profiles of the ion s
ration current are in reasonable agreement~Fig. 9! for r
,25 mm, with the phase close to constant across the wh
column. Forr .25 mm, however, where the ion density h
fallen to below 5% of its on-axis value, the phase of the i
density exhibits poor agreement with predictions of theo

FIG. 8. Plot of the radial phase profile of the floating potent
and ion density, fitted such that/ni5180° atr 515 mm. The lines
are the predictions for the centrifugal instability (kz50) with m
51, n51.

FIG. 9. Plot of the radial phase profile of the floating potent
ion density, fitted such that/ni5180° atr 515 mm. The lines are
the predictions for the density-gradient driven drift mode (kz

53.7 rad m21) with m51.
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This may relate to probe perturbation effects, or an inac
rate theoretical description of this low density plasma. T
phase profile of the floating potential~Fig. 9! and the phase
difference ~Fig. 10! also exhibit some discrepancy wit
theory for radii greater than 25 mm.

For radii less than 10 mm, there is a more significa
discrepancy between theory and experiment in the profile
the floating potential~Fig. 9! and in the phase differenc
~Fig. 10!. In particular, the measured phase difference
tween ion density and potential approaches zero~360° in Fig.
10!, which is unexpected for a density-gradient driven d
wave @26,36#. Possible causes of this discrepancy are an
complete theoretical description of the plasma, or pertur
tion of the plasma, when the probe is inserted close to
axis.

Figures 11 and 12 show the radial profile of the measu
and predicted amplitudes of the oscillation in both the pot
tial and ion density. The measured amplitudes of the floa
potential and ion density oscillations have been normali
to their peak values, respectively. Except the predicted
plitude of the oscillation of the floating potential for the ce
trifugal mode ~Fig. 11!, which has been normalized to it
maximum value in the range 0,r ,20 mm ~i.e., before the
node!, the predicted amplitude profiles have also been n
malized to their peak values, respectively.

FIG. 10. Radial phase difference between the ion density
floating potential. The lines are the predictions of theory; case~i! is
the density-gradient driven drift mode and case~ii ! is for the n
51 centrifugal instability.

FIG. 11. Radial profiles ofuf1u and uni1u with Bz50.05 T. The
lines are the predictions for then51 centrifugal instability.
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It can be seen that for then51 centrifugal instability
~Fig. 11!, the measured amplitudes agree reasonably with
predicted profiles out to the characteristic radius. Howev
the n51 eigenmode has a node atr 520 mm. In contrast,
the measured amplitude of the oscillations is nonzero at
location. Beyond the node atr 520 mm, the predicted am
plitude profile of the floating potential oscillation increas
significantly. In contrast, the measured amplitude profile
creases with increasing radius.

Turning to the density-gradient driven drift wave~Fig.
12!, the observed maxima are close to the predicted ra
locations, however the experimental peaks are broader
predictions. This discrepancy may be explained by the f
that the perturbation treatment is first order while the exp
mental data represents a nonlinear saturated state of th
stability.

The instability frequency was measured and was found
be independent of axial position. Figure 13~b! shows the
axial profile of the phase difference between floating pot
tial signals DF, inferred from the cross correlation. Th
phase plot shows aDF'30° increase across the 0.25
length. A line of best fit givesDF/Dz5110610 deg m21,
giving kz51.960.2 rad m21. As the gradient is positive, the
wave propagates downstream. This compares reasonab

d FIG. 12. Radial profiles ofuf1u and uni1u with Bz50.05 T. The
lines are the predictions for the density-gradient driven instabili

FIG. 13. Phase difference between the floating potential
probes separated byDz and positioned 180° apart in azimuth.
constant phase of 180° has been subtracted from the phase me
ments.
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the value ofkz53.7 rad m21 inferred from theory for the
density-gradient driven drift wave.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work the standard VAC plasma model was line
ized with a wave perturbation, solutions found, and disp
sion curves generated for a range of conditions. Two unst
modes were found for the VAC plasma: the centrifugal ins
bility @33,34#, and the density-gradient driven drift wav
@26,27#.

Detailed Langmuir probe measurements were made
magnesium plasma in the PCEN device, a typical VA
These measurements were used to deduce ion densities,
tron temperatures, and also to investigate the phase rela
ship between instability oscillations observed at different
cations, which were then compared to the predictions
theory.

The most likely candidate instability is the densit
gradient driven drift wave of a plasma with finite electric
conductivity. The density-gradient driven drift wave withm
51 has a predicted slip of 21%. This is to be compared t
slip of 17% estimated from plasma deposition measurem
in a similar magnesium plasma@2,14#. The axial wave num-
ber of the density-gradient driven drift wave is predicted
be kz53.7 rad m21, which is comparable to the measure
wave number ofkz51.960.2 rad m21. The predicted radia
phase profile of the ion density compares well to the m
sured profile, and agreement between the predicted and
tt.

im
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s.
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es

.

O

.

n-

n

.
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sured phase profile of the floating potential is reasonable
r .10 mm. For r ,10 mm, however, there is a significan
discrepancy in the profile of the floating potential betwe
the predictions of the density-gradient driven drift wave a
experiment. It is conjectured that causes of the discrepa
are either an incomplete theoretical description of the plas
or perturbation of the plasma when the probe is located
small radii. Two areas where the theoretical description co
be lacking are in the neglect of nonlinear terms and in
assumption of electron temperature invariance across
plasma and during the discharge. Finally, the maxima in
instability amplitude profiles of the floating potential and io
density are close to the predicted radial location.

In conclusion, the theoretical calculations and experim
tal data reported here indicate that the instability observe
vacuum arc centrifuges since 1980 is a density-grad
driven drift mode~belonging to the class of universal inst
bilities! in a plasma with finite electrical conductivity.
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